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ABSTRACT

Wet paper codes are an essential tool for communication with
non-shared selection channels. Inspired by the recent ZZW
construction for matrix embedding [11], we propose a novel
wet paper coding scheme with high embedding efficiency.
The performance is analyzed under the assumption that wet
cover elements form an i.i.d. Bernoulli sequence. Attention
is paid to implementation details to minimize capacity lossin
practice.

1. INTRODUCTION

In steganography, the sender communicates with the receiver
by hiding her messages in generally trusted media, such as
digital images, so that it is hard to distinguish between the
original (cover) objects and stego objects carrying messages.
Usually, the message is embedded in the cover image by
slightly modifying colors of selected pixels (selection chan-
nel). If the selection channel is not completely shared be-
tween the sender and the recipient, we speak of a non-shared
selection channel, in whichk out of n cover elements are
allowed to be changed (dry pixels) while the rest are not to be
modified during embedding (wet pixels). In the binary case,
Wet Paper Codes [7] (WPC) can communicate up tok bits
as a syndrome of a binary linear code. Many steganographic
algorithms use WPCs as their design element [7, 9].

When the payload,m, is smaller than the number of dry
elements,m < k, non-optimized WPCs [7] would make on
averageRa = m/2 embedding changes, leading to embed-
ding efficiencye = 2 bits per change. It is also known [6]
that the embedding efficiency of any steganographic scheme
that embedsm bits using on averageRa embedding changes
must satisfye , m/Ra ≤ α/H−1(α), whereα , m/k is
the relative message length (w.r.t. dry elements),H−1(x) is
the inverse of the binary entropy functionH(x) = −x lg x−
(x−1) lg(x−1) onx ∈ [0, 0.5], andlg is logarithm at the base
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2. To the best of our knowledge, the embedding efficiency of
existing WPCs [6, 8, 10] is still far from the bound.

In the special case when all cover elements are dry, there
exist numerous so calledmatrix embeddingmethods ap-
proaching the bound, see e.g., [4, 11]. The ZZW construc-
tion [11] starts with an(n, m, Ra) codeC able to embedm
bits inton cover elements using on averageRa changes, and
provides a family of(n2p, m + pRa, Ra) codesCp, p ≥ 0,
that follow the bound asα → 0 (or p → ∞) [3]. This
construction is important for steganography because the rela-
tive payload must decrease with increasing size of the cover
object in order to maintain the same level of security [2].

In this paper, we propose “wet ZZW construction” for
building WPCs with high embedding efficiency with similar
properties as ZZW. For small payloadsα < 1

4 , the family
of WPCs obtained from the simplest form of the construc-
tion outperforms all known WPCs in terms of embedding effi-
ciency. The wet ZZW construction can be extended to ternary
codes (useful when embedding changes are bounded by 1) us-
ing the approach from [12].

The construction is described in Section 2 and its perfor-
mance is analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 describes a specific
implementation of WPCs that maximize the payload while
minimizing the overhead. These WPCs are necessary for the
wet ZZW construction and are used in Section 5 to build prac-
tical WPCs with high embedding efficiency. The paper is con-
cluded in Section 6.

2. THE WET ZZW CONSTRUCTION

This section describes the encoding and decoding algorithms
of codes obtained via the wet ZZW construction. For a given
WPC Ct able to embedmt bits intokt dry elements out of
total nt elements byRa changes on average, we construct
WPCs,Cp, p ≥ 1, with decreasing relative payloadαp and
increasing embedding efficiencyep.

Let x = (x1, . . . ,xn) ∈ {0, 1}n be a binary represen-
tation of the cover,S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} the selection channel,
|S| = k, and{xj |j ∈ S} the set of dry cover elements. The
output of the encoder is a binary vectory = (y1, . . . ,yn) ∈
{0, 1}n representing the stego object that conveys the mes-
sagem ∈ {0, 1}m and satisfiesyj = xj , ∀j 6∈ S. We reserve
the symbol⊕ for bitwise eXclusive OR (XOR).



Encoding algorithm: Given a WPCCt, integerp ≥ 1,
messagem, and setS, the encoder processes the cover vec-
tor x ∈ {0, 1}ntp as follows. First, the cover is divided
into nt columns ofp bits, {xi}nt

i=1, xi = (xi
1, . . . ,x

i
p)

T =

(x(i−1)p+1, . . . ,xip)
T . Then, the vectorv = (v1, . . . ,vnt

)
is calculated as XOR of allnt columns (see Figure 1),vi =
⊕p

j=1x
i
j . We say thatvi is dry if at least one elementxi

j ,
j = 1, . . . , p, is dry, otherwise it is wet. Letv containkt dry
elements out ofnt. Think of v as some fictitious non-shared
selection channel and embedmt bits in it by making on aver-
ageRa changes. Every elementvi that needs to be changed
will be changed by making exactly one change inxi. If the
columnxi containsd dry elements, we can embed additional
bits (up tolg d) by choosing the element for the final change.
The algorithm works in an iterative fashion.

Let T ⊂ {1, . . . , nt} be the set of all indicesi for which
vi needs to be changed. Fori ∈ T , defineDi = {1 ≤
j ≤ p |xi

j is dry}, the set of indices of all dry elements in the
ith column that can be used for changingvi. The following
lmax = dlg pe iterations are used to narrow the setsD1

i = Di

toDlmax

i containing just one element that must be changed to
embed the payload and thus transformx to y.

In the lth iteration,1 ≤ l ≤ lmax, the binary vectorhl =
(hl
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mod 2 is used to nar-
row down the setsDl

i and embed additionalml bits as follows.
Define thelth channelzl = (zl
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LetDl
i = Dl

i(0) ∪ Dl
i(1), whereDl

i(x) = {j ∈ Dl
i|h

l
j = x}.

The elementzl
i is dry if and only if i ∈ T andDl

i(0) 6= ∅
andDl

i(1) 6= ∅. In all other cases,zl
i is wet and fixed to its

original value with the exception wheni ∈ T andDl
i(1) 6= ∅,

Dl
i(0) = ∅, in which casezl

i ← 1 − zl
i because one dry el-

ement inDl
i(1) will be changed later. Assuming there are

dl dry elements inzl, we can embed up toml ≤ dl bits on
average by using the maximum capacity WPCsWl realized
by [5, 7], obtaining thus the final valueŝzl

i for all dry ele-
mentszl

i. The setsDl
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i = Dl
i(

∣

∣ẑl
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for all dry elements, andDl+1

i = Dl
i for all wetzl

i.

In summary, one message bit is embedded in every col-
umn in lth iteration, whenever the vectorhl can be used to
distinguish two different dry elements inxi. This way, the
encoding algorithm can on average embed up tomt + d1 +
· · ·+ dlmax

bits withRa changes (there is exactly one change
in every columnxi, i ∈ T ). This bound on the payload is
the most general result we can obtain without making any as-
sumptions about the selection channel overx. For a given
selection channel andp, we denote the expected number of
message bits asmp and define therelative message length
(w.r.t. dry elements) asαp , mp/k andembedding efficiency
asep , mp/Ra.

Decoding algorithm: Given a WPCCt and integer
p ≥ 1, the decoder processes the stego vectory ∈ {0, 1}ntp

and outputs the original messagem as follows. First, by
forming the same columns{yi}nt
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Fig. 1. Block of ntp elements in wet ZZW construction.

(y(i−1)p+1, . . . ,yip)
T , the firstmt bits of the message are

extracted by applyingCt to the vectorv = (v1, . . . ,vnt
) of

XORed columns,vi = ⊕p
j=1y

i
j . The remaininglmax parts of

the message are extracted throughlmax iterations as follows.
Similar as in the encoding algorithm, in thelth iteration,

1 ≤ l ≤ lmax, the vectorzl = (zl
1, . . . , z

l
nt

) is computed
aszl

i = ⊕p
j=1h

l
jy

i
j . The lth part of the message is extracted

using the decoder from WPCWl used in the encoding part
applied to vectorzl. Here, we assume that the decoder knows
the number of dry elementsdl. This assumption will enable
us to obtain an upper bound on the performance of the wet
ZZW construction. Later, we remove this assumption.

For p = 1, the resulting WPC is the same asCt. If all
cover elements are dry andp is in the formp = 2r for some
integerr, the wet ZZW construction reduces to the original
ZZW construction [11].

3. ANALYSIS OF THE WET ZZW CONSTRUCTION

In this section, we study the embedding efficiency of codes
obtained using the wet ZZW construction. First, in Sec-
tion 3.1 we determine the efficiency without considering the
communication overhead. Section 3.2 shows that the effi-
ciency decreases surprisingly quickly with increasing over-
head, which motivates our work on minimizing the overhead
in Section 4.

To compute the number of message bits and obtain the
embedding efficiency, we need to accept some assumption
about the non-shared selection channel overx. It is a com-
mon practice to permute cover elements before embedding
using a pseudo-random permutation obtained from a stego
key. The permutation breaks dependencies between cover el-
ements, justifying the following assumption.

Assumption 1: The non-shared selection channel overx

is realized as an i.i.d. Bernoulli(ρ) process,Pr(xi is dry) =
ρ , k/n.

Consequently, the non-shared selection channel overv is
also i.i.d. withPr(vi is dry) = 1− (1− ρ)p. Thus, the “top”
channel is becoming dry exponentially fast. By this and for
a suitably largep, the WPCCt does not even need to be a
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Fig. 2. Embedding efficiency (1) of wet ZZW WPCs in the
ideal case of zero overhead for several values of dry ele-
ment densityρ. Here,Ct are maximum-payload WPCs and
n = 106. The performance is compared with block-minimal
WPCs [6] with codimensionp = 18. The ZZW matrix em-
bedding family(1/2, 2r, 1 + r/2) is shown for reference.

WPC, giving us the option to use ordinary syndrome codes.
However, care needs to be taken sincev could contain some
wet elements in practice.

3.1. Impact of wet elements on embedding efficiency

In the ZZW construction, since all elements in each column
xi of lengthp = 2r are dry, we can embedlg 2r = r bits
per column by making one change. If some elements inxi

are wet and the column containsg dry elements, the number
of embeddable bits is bounded bylg g. From this point of
view, there is no loss in having wet elements inxi, becauseα
ande are calculated w.r.t. dry elements. In practice, however,
the embedding efficiency decreases when wet elements are
present.

The first source of loss is due to the random nature of dry
elements. From Assumption 1, the number of dry elements
in columnxi, gi, is i.i.d. binomial with parametersp andρ.
For example, ifgi only attains two values,gi ∈ {γ1, γ2}, the
code resulting from the wet ZZW construction is a blockwise
direct sum1 of two codes for whichgi = γ1 andgi = γ2,
∀i, respectively. The embedding efficiency of the resulting
code is a convex combination of efficiencies of the individual
codes, which is lower than the efficiency of the code designed
for the same rate with a fixed number of dry elements in col-
umnxi.

The second source of loss is due to the selection of the last
dry element in columnxi. To avoid any loss and embed the
maximum number of bits, the setDl

i should be narrowed to
Dl

i(x) at a dryzl
i with probability proportional to

∣

∣Dl
i(x)

∣

∣, for
x ∈ {0, 1}. However,Pr(Dl+1

i = Dl
i(1)) =Pr(

∣

∣ẑl
i − zl

i

∣

∣ =
1) = 1/2 because the solutionzl

i obtained from WPCWl is
equally likely to be0 or 1. Thus, the encoder is suboptimal.

1CodeC = {(c1, c2)|c1 ∈ C1, c2 ∈ C2} is blockwise direct sum of
codesC1 andC2.
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Fig. 3. Impact of overhead size∆p for 1 ≤ p ≤ 560 on
embedding efficiency (2) of wet ZZW WPCs. Here,Ct are
maximum-payload WPCs andn = 106. The density of dry
elements isρ = 0.1.

One reason for this is that the decoder does not have access to
setsDl

i and thus is not able to utilize this information.
Figure 2 shows the embedding efficiency of codes ob-

tained by the wet ZZW construction when the WPCCt was
chosen to embed maximal possible payload (denote this code
by CMAX), e.g., WPCs from [5, 7] which embedkt bits into
kt dry elements while makingkt/2 changes on average. The
non-shared selection channels were assumed to follow As-
sumption 1 with density of dry elementsρ. For n = ntp =
106 cover elements and integerp ≥ 1, the average number
of bits, mp, the encoder can embed, is obtained as follows.
Define the matrixC = (cij), wherecij is the average num-
ber of random bits the encoder can embed by changing ex-
actly one dry element in a random vector of lengthi with
0 ≤ j ≤ i dry elements. The matrixC was obtained ex-
perimentally as a mean over1000 random samples. Define
kt(p) = nt(1 − (1 − ρ)p) as the average number of dry ele-
ments inv and

mc(p) =

p
∑

j=1

(

p

j

)

ρj(1− ρ)p−j

1− (1− ρ)p
cpj

as the average number of bits the encoder can embed by
changing exactly one dry element in one column of length
p. Here, the averagecpj was computed w.r.t. the positive
binomial distribution. Finally,mp = kt(p) + kt(p)mc(p)/2,

αp =
mp

nρ
, ep =

2mp

kt(p)
. (1)

The final and most severe source of loss is related to the
practical realization oflmax layers of WPCsWl and is studied
in the following section.

3.2. Loss analysis due to WPC’s overhead

In order to implementlmax layers of WPCs in the encoding
algorithm, we needlmax = dlg peWPCs{Wl}

lmax

l=1 where we
can embed the maximum possible payload. Here, the em-
bedding efficiency is of no concern because we have to make



Ra changes anyway and the bits embedded while choosing
the place for them are thus “for free.” The implementation
of these codes can be based either on random codes [7] with
cubic complexity or LT codes [5] with log-linear complexity.
LT codes are preferable for their complexity, but due to the
sparse structure of the LT matrix, the number of bits that can
be communicated is decreased byθ percent of dry elements.
Although the overheadθ tends to zero as the number of dry
elements increases to infinity, the loss for finite lengths isnot
negligible. For example, the overhead of an LT code designed
for 104 message bits with parametersc = 0.1 andδ = 5 is
about6%, while the probability that the code will succeed in
embedding is0.75.

Let mp = mt +
∑lmax

l=1 dl be the total number of bits the
encoder can embed assuming the WPCsWl do not have any
overhead for givenp ≥ 1. This number of bits cannot be
achieved in practice, since the parameters ofWl (the number
of dry bitsdl) are not known to the decoder. For this reason,
there must be some loss, say∆p bits in total, which should
be as small as possible. Figure 3 shows the loss in embedding
efficiency whenCt = CMAX, n = ntp = 106, ρ = 0.1, and
∆p = {0, . . . , 2000}. The results were obtained experimen-
tally in the same way as in Figure 2. Here,

αp =
mp −∆p

nρ
, ep =

mp −∆p

kt(p)/2
. (2)

4. WPCS WITH SMALL OVERHEAD

This section introduces practical WPCs designed for maxi-
mum payload with minimum possible overhead. Such codes
are needed to realize the WPCsWl in the wet ZZW con-
struction. For a given coverx ∈ {0, 1}n, selection chan-
nel S ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, |S| = k, and shared binary matrix
D ∈ {0, 1}m×n, the WPC encoder outputs the stego vector
y ∈ {0, 1}n such thatDy = m andyi = xi, ∀i 6∈ S, where
m ∈ {0, 1}m is the desired message. LetH ∈ {0, 1}m×k

be a binary matrix obtained fromD by removing all columns
i, i 6∈ S. If H has full rank (in binary arithmetic),y can be
found by Gaussian elimination with complexityO(m2k) [7].

Random codes proposed in [7] are suitable for small over-
head because anm × k random binary matrixH = (hij),
Pr(hij = 1) = 0.5, is of full rank with high probability even
for small overheadk−m (see Figure 1 in [1]). Withk →∞,
the probability that a randomk × k matrix has full rank ap-
proaches0.28878... and the average number of extra random
columns needed to bring the matrix to full rank is1.6066....
Thus, the average absolute overhead is about2 bits (c.f. with
the large overhead of LT codes). However, the high computa-
tional complexity of Gaussian elimination limits the usageof
random codes to small payloadsm / 104.

To achieve small overhead even for larger message
lengths with low complexity, we endow matrixD with the

following form

D =





D1

D2

D3



 ,

whereD2 ∈ {0, 1}m1×n is a random sparse LT matrix, and
D1 ∈ {0, 1}h×n, D3 ∈ {0, 1}m2×n are random binary matri-
ces. When solvingDy = m, we can substitute the known wet
valuesyj = xj , ∀j /∈ S, move them to the right hand side
(RHS), and remove fromDi all columnsj, j 6∈ S, obtain-
ing thus submatricesHi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The syndromeD1y

communicatesh ≤ 30 bits that encodem1 andm2 needed
to form D2 andD3 at the decoder. The matrixD1 is gen-
erated using the stego key in a pseudo-random fashion (h is
shared). The syndromesD2y andD3y communicate the pay-
load. The columns ofD2 are sparse random binary vectors
whose Hamming weight follows the robust soliton distribu-
tion [5] with parametersc andδ. The parameterm1 is chosen
so thatH2 has full rank with high probability, i.e., the LT code
is designed to have sufficient absolute overhead, sayg bits.
Finally, the random rows ofD3 are added “on the fly” while
running the Gaussian elimination onD in order to maximize
m2 while still having full rank ofD (see below).

We now describe how to efficiently carry out Gaussian
elimination with matrixH obtained fromD and we supply
the missing details how the sender generatesD3. First, run
the “LT process” [5] of complexityO(m1 log(m1/δ)) over
H2, but perform column and row permutations over the whole
H. This bringsH2 to the upper diagonal form. Run Gaussian
elimination onH1 and bring it to the form[Z, T, G], whereZ

is a zeroh × m1 matrix, T is h × h upper diagonal, andG
is h × (k − h −m1). In doing so, remember all operations
on the RHS ofH1. This part of the RHS (h bits) will only
be known afterm2 is determined. To findm2 and generate
D3, the sender keeps appending random dense rows to the
whole matrix one-by-one and each time runs the Gaussian
elimination on them to see ifH3 has full rank (stops whenH
ceases to be of full rank). Again, all operations with the RHS
of D1 are remembered. At the end of this process,H will be
upper diagonal, ready for back-substitution. The role ofD3 is
to lower the absolute overhead from the LT code. Finally,m1

andm2 are encoded and substituted into the RHS ofD1 and
the whole system withh+m1 +m2 message bits on the RHS
can be solved using back-substitution.

The complexity of this algorithm is dominated by the
complexity of the Gaussian elimination onH3, O(m2

2k) ≈
O(g2k). The parameters of the robust soliton distribution
should be chosen so that the overheadg / 104 with high
probability. By running computer simulations, the average
overhead taken over different matricesD, E[k−m1−m2−h],
was smaller than2 bits.
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Fig. 4. Embedding efficiency of practical codes obtained from
the wet ZZW construction with differentCt; n = 106 for
Ct = CMAX, n = 4 · 106 for Ct = CLDGM, and loss∆p =
20 dlg pe bits. Dry elements densityρ = 0.1.

5. PRACTICAL WPCS OBTAINED FROM WET ZZW

As mentioned in Section 3, all elements of the non-shared se-
lection channelv can be made almost dry for large enoughp.
By this observation, the codeCt can be taken as Low Density
Generator Matrix (LDGM) code [4]. Although these codes
were designed only for dry elements, information about very
few wet elements can be easily incorporated into the algo-
rithm by correcting the optimal codeword to satisfy the re-
quirements from wet elements. Since the codewords in the
LDGM matrix are sparse, adding few codewords will not in-
crease the number of changes and thus this operation can be
used as a post-correction step to satisfy the wet elements.
For this reason, the LDGM code(nt, nt/2, 0.116nt), denoted
CLDGM, can be used fornt ≥ 104 as a WPCCt. For smaller
nt, the number of changes is larger.

Figure 4 shows the experimental results obtained forn =
ntp = 106 andn = 4 · 106 elements,ρ = 0.1, and∆p =
20 dlg pe for p ≥ 1, along with the WPCs obtained from [6].
WPCs in Figure 4 were obtained fromCt = CMAX and
Ct = CLDGM and can be realized in practice because the
overhead of20 bits (18 bits to communicate the parameters
of Wl plus two bits overhead) can be realized by WPCs de-
scribed in Section 4. For small payloadsα < 1

4 , these codes
clearly outperform all known codes.

6. CONCLUSION

Wet paper codes are an essential tool for the steganographeras
they allow the sender to place the embedding changes within
the cover in an arbitrary manner that does not have to be
shared with the recipient. Minimizing the number of embed-
ding changes further decreases statistical detectabilityof em-
bedding.

This paper describes a new approach to wet paper codes
that achieve high embedding efficiency, outperforming cur-
rent state of the art. The codes are built using an idea similar
to the ZZW construction for matrix embedding. The embed-

ding efficiency is estimated by combining analytic and ex-
perimental results under the assumption that the non-shared
selection channel is i.i.d. Bernoulli. We pay close attention
to implementation issues and minimizing the overhead as it
may rather significantly influence the resulting embedding ef-
ficiency.
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